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MEDIA RELEASE
Will the real ID card please stand up?
28 April 2006

"The new government card looks like an ID card, smells like an ID card and works like an ID card, so why isn't it called an ID card", said Australian Privacy Foundation vice chair, David Vaile, today.

"The government apparently plans to conscript everyone in Australia to use this national ID card, since it will replace the current universal Medicare card, and may also have to articulate with the tax system ", he said.  "It's all very well saying it is not legally compulsory, but if no-one can access health services or prescription medicines without it, it may be a compulsory card by stealth. "

This frank assessment was delivered in response to the media announcement of the new card by the Government on Wednesday. 

The Australian Privacy Foundation, the leading non-government organisation dedicated to protecting the privacy rights of Australians, is alarmed at the proposal, and concerned that there is no hard information about it. "Virtually no hard information about the details of this system is available to the public, experts or journalists. It's impossible to rule out the full range of risks that any sensible software project manager would expect this vast, complicated project to throw up."

"The government  has often been criticised for being economical with key information about proposals. The tactic often seems to be to announce something quite vague but perhaps arguably acceptable, depending on how it is done, so that no initial opposition of significance builds up. Then they will later announce all the bits that they forgot to tell us the first time round (e.g. the security/terrorism uses; the uses by State agencies; the lack of any limits on private sector uses; the absence of a consensus about privacy and security controls). 'But hey, its too late to worry about that now ...' "

"It is essential the government immediately release details about such critical issues as:

	the privacy and security model it will use
	the data to be kept on and off the card
	the full final list of all the other systems it links with, and how 

the full range of functions and capabilities of the card and its linkages
	the legal basis of claims it will not naturally grow to become a compulsory universal ID card

how it offers the security and anti-terrorism benefits mentioned by some ministers
which state government services will be connected to its use
which private services will be linked; if none, how will this be achieved
the results of the Tasmanian trial"

"This proposal attacks the very heart of Australians' privacy, by setting up a single national identification system that is intrinsically designed to assist linking together sensitive personal information that should be secure and private", he claimed.  "The card, its associated ID number and the invisible database behind it represent a 'single point of failure' for people's personal security and privacy: a tempting honey pot for hackers, crooks and data thieves."

"Under the proposed new card, at least 17 different categories of existing federal system will be incorporated into one virtual ID database", said Mr Vaile. "We also hear that it will be of great interest to state governments, adding yet more likely uses; and there appears to be few barriers to the private sector  using it for various purposes. Since it will apparently have a photo, signature and name and have  some checking before issue, it will be an attractive proposition for many legal and illegal uses. This looks like an open-ended system, despite the comments about limited initial use."

"Many of our current systems work well enough without the unknown cost, the extra risks and open-ended dangers in this new system," Mr Vaile said. "Vigorous anti-fraud activities over the last 20 years have reduced the problem to below the normal commercial level of say credit card fraud, a mere couple of percent. It is quite conceivable that the costs will blow out to consume any possible savings in this amount, given the typical 75% failure rate of big IT projects (eg, the Customs fiasco) and the frequent lack of any return on investment in many large government cost-saving IT initiatives. "


See also the Australian Privacy Foundation site http://www.privacy.org.au 
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